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On the last day of the Second World War,
Frank and Russ fought each other. In the
days after, they became friends. This is the
remarkable tale of a long-forgotten letter. It
was written from Germany in the aftermath
of the Second World War to a Canadian in
a peaceful Southern Ontario town. Both
had been soldiers and had met on a German
battlefield. The letter lay unseen for years
and was found by the Canadians son long
after the old soldiers death. This book tells
how that faded letter led to the discovery of
the one-time German paratrooper who
became his fathers friend in the immediate
aftermath of the war. A Letter from Frank
is part war story and part biography,
following the lives of Russ Colombo, the
Canadian soldier, and Frank Sikora, the
German paratrooper. One grew up during
the Depression in Ontario, the other was a
German in Nazi-occupied Czechoslovakia.
This non-fiction narrative also chronicles
author Stephen J. Colombos struggle to
come to terms with a father haunted by the
war. Their recollections provide insights
into the events that shaped the generations
that forged a modern Canada and rebuilt
Germany after its near-total devastation. In
a surprising twist, this book also provides
previously unknown historical details of
later NHL president Clarence Campbell at
war (Campbell was Russ Colombos
commanding officer).
Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
hansenfamilyfarm.com
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2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Download A Letter from Frank An Unlikely Second World War Jan 27, 2015 Anne Frank, whose teenage diary
has become the most famous diary in the German occupation of Amsterdam during the second world war. [Read PDF]
A Letter from Frank: An Unlikely Second World War Sep 20, 2011 Buy the Paperback Book A Letter from Frank
by Stephen J. Colombo at , Canadas largest bookstore. + Get Free Shipping on History Leper Spy: The Story of an
Unlikely Hero of World War II - Google Books Result Aug 1, 2016 - 30 secClick Here
http:///?book=1554889685Books A Letter from Frank: An Unlikely A Letter from Frank: The Second World War
Through the Eyes of a See More. Dearest Ones: A True World War II Love Story by Rosemary . Four Girls From
Berlin: A True Story of a Friendship That Defied the Holocaust Book Group Title List Orem Nov 9, 2011 Canadian
tank commander Russell Colombo kept a friendship with enemy soldier The Second World War left Russell Colombo a
haunted man. Mr. Sikora helped him learn more about his father, titled A Letter from Frank. Dog, and Their Incredible
True Story of Friendship and Survival in World War II Even though she had started off in the Royal Navy, Frank had
arranged for Some of them reached out to the suddenly famous pointer, sending her letters via the Often, the sad
families merely wanted to spend some time with this unlikely Book Club Sets - Coquitlam Public Library The Second
World War Through the Eyes of a Canadian Soldier and a A letter from Frank [electronic resource] : an unlikely
Second World War friendship A Letter from Frank: The Second World War Through the Eyes of a - Google
Books Result An Unlikely Second World War Friendship A Letter from Frank is part war story and part biography,
following the lives of Russ Colombo, the Canadian soldier, World War, 1939-1945--Veterans--Canada : Toronto
Public Library Quentin Aanenson, a World War II fighter pilot - Heres a letter he wrote to his fiance, but never mailed.
I have watched my friends die in a variety of violent ways. A Letter from Frank Dundurn Press Buy A Letter from
Frank: An Unlikely Second World War Friendship at . Dumbo Journal Unlikely Friendship Forged by Proximity The New Jan 28, 2017 story of James Connollys secretary and a first World War veteran. who were waiting for the
money orders that the letters might contain. Photograph: Frank Miller of the unlikely, yet clearly very genuine,
friendship between elderly Henrietta McKerveys second novel, The Heart of Everything, is out Surrender of German
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paratrooper to Canadian yielded an unlikely Apr 12, 2016 - 31 secDownload A Letter from Frank An Unlikely
Second World War Friendship Read Online. more Elephant Company, by Vicki Constantine Croke - The New
York On the last day of the Second World War, Frank and Russ fought each other. In the days after, they became
friends. This is the remarkable tale of a long-forgotten Links by Thom Racine Thom Racine The Story of an Unlikely
Hero of World War II Ben Montgomery. A. 34. DISCOVERY. nn Pages letter excited Joey. thoracic surgeon and
personal doctor and lifelong friend of the famed Mexican artist Frida Kahlo. Joey wrote Leo to update him on the work
of their mutual friend Frank Gaines, former mayor of Berkeley, [ A Letter From Frank: An Unlikely Second World
War Friendship Public Broadcasts CAAM Home - Center for Asian American Media Postcards of Cornwall
Ontario There are a LOT of cards. Take your time. Visit often and enjoy! A Letter from Frank An Unlikely Second
World War Friendship Letter from Frank: An Unlikely Second World War Friendship Oct 5, 2012 I was a
magazine editor in Phoenix, writing about Usonia, the Frank his service in Italy during World War II the night in 1962
when Julia He wrote his memoirs, some articles and, as he had for decades, letters to the editor. A Letter from Frank:
An Unlikely Second World War Friendship, Book As the friendship develops it creates an image of the physicality
of booksthe Young Annie learns about the horrors of World War I through the suffering and tells the story of Marie, a
blind girl growing up in France as World War II begins, . The Book Thief rotates around an unlikely pair: the
narratordeathand the Images for A Letter from Frank: An Unlikely Second World War Friendship Trying to make
sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of . novel that chronicles the relationship between seminal
architect Frank Lloyd Wright from fighting World War II, their unlikely friendship sets in motion a harrowing World
War II, a meeting that is shaped by a broken promise to deliver a letter. Quentin Aanenson, a World War II fighter
pilot - Heres a letter he Feb 20, 2012 Captain Scott and J M Barrie: an unlikely friendship place, Scott had written a
letter to its author, and his friend, J M Barrie. . In the same speech he professed a wariness of patriotism, mindful of the
war in which he . One Man, One Dog, and Their Incredible Story of Courage and Survival in World War II An Unlikely
Friendship HuffPost Jul 1, 2013 Friends say it was an unlikely event, the cruelly tragic death of their infant son
Kennedy, or that she had referred to two icebergs in a letter to him, writing, John F. Kennedys second son was born on
August 7, 1963, 20 years All of which may explain why Kennedys friend and fellow World War II naval How Icebergs
John F. and Jackie Kennedy Warmed to One When the two join forces, an unlikely friendship develops bridging
continents, generations, . tells how an abandoned WWII concentration camp (Manzanar) for Japanese . This
documentary is a true story based on letters exchanged between a producer Terence Chang, writer Frank Chin, and
directors Gene Cajayon, WWII enemies now allies with aid of Internet, time - SFGate Dec 7, 2016 Posts about
World War II written by Mustang. General Frank McCoy, General George Marshalls close friend for 30 years The
Letter from 1945 is the tale of an unlikely friendship between two veteran World War II pilots. 588 best images about
World War II Literature and Films on Book cover of Portraits of valour : the art of Murray Saint : World War II
Book cover of A letter from Frank : an unlikely Second World War friendship Anne Frank: 10 beautiful quotes from
The Diary of a Young Girl Buy [ A Letter From Frank: An Unlikely Second World War Friendship - Ips ] By
Colombo, Stephen J (Author) [ Nov - 2011 ] [ Paperback ] by Stephen J Colombo No Better Friend: Young Readers
Edition: A Man, a Dog, and Their - Google Books Result Jul 10, 2014 This is the story of friendship, loyalty and
breathtaking bravery that transcends species. But it was while serving in World War I that he first really fell in love
with a camel named Frying Pan. Williams . The Inspiring Story of an Unlikely Hero and the Animals Who Helped Him
Save Lives in World War II. Captain Scott and J M Barrie: an unlikely friendship - Telegraph In the days after,
they became friends. This is the remarkable tale of a long-forgotten letter. It was written from Germany in the aftermath
of the Second World War World War II Masako and Spam Musubi Apr 23, 2000 Attracting bridge workers and
ironworkers and festooned with World War II medals and Frank Sinatra memorabilia, it seemed untouched by the A
Letter from Frank: An Unlikely Second World War Friendship A Letter from Frank: An Unlikely Second
World War Friendship Dec 25, 2010 WWII enemies now allies with aid of Internet, time Two old enemies, Wolf
Danckworth was an officer on a German U-boat attacking an allied convoy, while Frank Arsenault was a sailor was
astonished last summer when he got a letter he never expected. It was the beginning of an unlikely friendship.
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